
Report on Prof. Moon and Dr. Pak's visit to Albania 

July 21st – 24th 2014, Tirana - Albania 

It is with great pleasure that we report about the visit to Albania of True Parents Special Emissary for Eastern 
Europe Prof. Lan Young Moon and her husband Dr. No Hi Pak, which took place from July 21st – 24th, 2014. 

We felt very blessed to have the opportunity to have Prof. Moon twice in Albania within 40 days. This time 
Prof. Moon and Dr. Pak were on a tour visiting 12 nations in the Eastern Europe. Their schedule surely was 
very intense in every nation, knowing that all brothers and sisters wanted to listen to them, and Albania was 
the 6th nation on their tour. However together with Rev. Shin – the Special Envoy of True Parents for Albania 
and Kosovo – we did prepare an intensive schedule also for their time in Albania. 

When we first received the new that Prof. Moon is going to visit Albania from July 21st – 24th, we truly felt it 
was from Heavenly Parent. From July 10th we started the 15 day Divine Principle WS in our Training Center in 
Albania and it would finish on 25th. So the visit of Prof. Moon and Dr. Pak was on the best possible time of 
our WS and we immediately asked if they could give few presentations to new guests in the 15 Day WS. Prof. 
Moon and Dr. Pak gladly agreed to give 4 lectures and it was really great. 

    

Around 110 brothers and sisters had gathered to attend the 15 Day Divine Principle WS and most of them 
were new guests, witnessed few weeks or months ago in 7 communities we have in Albania and Kosovo.  
Everybody was deeply moved by the love, heart and humbleness of Prof. Moon and Dr. Pak. The positive 
spiritual energy they transmitted brought True Parents spirit to the WS. 

 



Prof. Moon and Dr. Pak gave their life testimony of following True Parents for almost 60 years and it was a 
living testimony for all participants who had already listened to all DP lectures during the first week and also 
True Parents life course. They embraced everybody representing True Parents’ heart.  

  

  

On the first day, July 22nd, they both insisted to have lunch together with all WS participants sitting together 
with them, even though the Training Center was quite full and conditions are quite modest. 

   

The second day of the visit in Albania was even more intense. Beside their presentations for WS participants, 
we invited several Ambassadors for Peace and VIPs to address the WS participants and testify to True 
Parents great work and also meet Prof. Moon and Dr. Pak. After their inspiring testimonies, Prof. Moon and 
Dr. Pak invited them for lunch and had a very fruitful time and warm discussions.  

In the evening of the 23rd, Prof. Moon and Dr. Pak met with all community leaders and expressed their 
appreciation for their investment for Heavenly Parent and True Parents and encouraged them to continue to 
dedicate toward fulfilling the Vision 2020, since Albania is chosen by True Parents as Strategic Nation. 



We felt truly embraced and blessed by the visit of Prof. Moon and Dr. Pak and we feel we do have role 
models in following True Parents who have shown for over half century the greatness of Divine Principle and 
Blessing. On 24th morning, Prof. Moon & Dr. Pak departed by car to Macedonia to arrive there in the evening. 

Below are a few testimonies from the WS participants about Prof. Moon and Dr. Pak visit and their words: 

“…I was very moved by Dr. Pak’s words. At one point I felt True Father was speaking to us. They conveyed 
such beautiful spirit and love so naturally.” 

 

“…the presence of Prof. Moon and Dr. Pak and their lectures were one of the most precious part of the WS…”. 

 

“…seeing Prof. Moon and Dr. Pak and listening their testimonies on following True Parents was a living 
example of what we learned through Divine Principle and True Parents’ life course…”. 

 

Reported by 

Gani Rroshi – Albanian NL 


